
Trying to sell more online?  Stop wasting time searching for 
your own inventory! 
 
According to the SBA, one of the main reasons for small business failure is poor inventory 
management. This becomes amplified in eCommerce. An oversell hurts your search results on 
marketplaces, thus reducing visibility and therefore reducing sales; not to mention sales lost from 
failure to re-stock at the appropriate time. In house costs due to oversells as well as hidden costs 
can sink a company. A good warehouse management system can allow you to make informed 
decisions and spend time doing what you do best: growing your business.  

� Get it right the first time 
� Speed up order to ship times 
� Access accurate data anywhere 

Do you have negative marketplace feedback, increased customer service and labor hours, lower 
traffic and search result visibility, unhappy customers, or lost sales? 
 
SkuVault can fix that. 
 
SkuVault Warehouse Management System 
 
SkuVault is a web-based warehouse management system that specializes in preventing out of 
stocks, improving warehouse efficiency, and reducing human error. SkuVault plays nice with and 
is a certified partner of popular eCommerce applications such as ChannelAdvisor, ShipWorks, 
Shopify, and more, although it can of course be used as a standalone solution. One of the main 
goals of the system is EASE OF USE. 
 
With its universal barcoding, real-time quantity pushes, efficient pick lists, expedient quality 
control, advanced reporting, and simple-to-learn user interface, SkuVault has many tools to keep 
your inventory in check. 

� In the cloud safe and secure 
� Responsive for mobile devices 
� Plans from startup to enterprise  

A SkuVault Client Story 
 
Tommy Millett is the owner of SlimShades, a small but growing eBay business, who chose 
SkuVault to keep track of his inventory. As SlimShades began to grow, Tommy noticed that it was 
becoming harder to manage his inventory levels. Too many bad buys and too much overstocking 
on inventory were eating away at his profit margins - it was time for an inventory management 
solution able to accommodate his needs as an eCommerce merchant.   
 
When asked which features of SkuVault he believed most contributed to the smoother operation 
of his warehouse and to the increased accuracy of his inventory, Tommy said: 
 
"Some of my favorite features of SkuVault include built in quality controls (which help prevent 
errors), user-based logs to track the actions of every person, and direct integration with my 
shipping software... The system is very nearly dummy proof. SkuVault allows me to tag products 
into specific locations, and in multiple locations when necessary. This means there's no looking 
for products; I know where everything is via a pick list or simple scan or search in SkuVault. 
SkuVault also provides me with sales data and current inventory levels which allows me to make 
educated purchasing decisions. This is absolutely critical for successful operations." 



 
What's Tommy's final say on SkuVault? "I believe SkuVault is the inventory management 
solution for ecommerce based businesses of any size."  See his full story here. 
If you’d like to find out more about SkuVault, you can view a live demo on the SkuVault website. 


